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Title - Rick Rogers in 30 ABY (Ripping off Buck Rogers in the 25th Century) 

Logline – Rick Rogers, a pilot from the early days of the Republic, Is caught in a cosmic storm. His 

ships controls and life-support is frozen and he is cast, adrift into the cold dark of space only to be 

discovered in the year 30ABY 

Plot Summary – Rick Rogers is a Republic Shuttle pilot. During one of his flights his ship is caught in a 

stellar storm. The storm is an unusual one that freezes Rick and his starship and sends him hurtling 

into the depths of space where he floats for hundreds of years.  

Pilot Plot: His ship is discovered within Arconan space by a Collective ship, the Collective are on a 

supposed peace mission to Selen. They capture Rick, assuming he is an Arconan Spy; they 

interrogate him but find he has no knowledge of use. Tests of him and his ship show him to be 2000 

years old. The Collective ship is secretly preparing to lauch an attack on Selen under the guise of the 

peace mission, Rick gleans some of this during his time on board but is so confused he doesn’t know 

what is happening. The Collective send Rick back into space to be discovered by The Arconan forces, 

unbeknownst to Rock, the Collective have installed a tracker on his ship which will allow them to find 

a safe route through the Planetary defences on Selen. Rick is again interrogated and examined by 

the Arconan Military, his mind probed by various force users and droids; however they find he is 

telling the truth and is a man thrown into the far future by events beyond his control. The Arconan 

command do not believe that the Collective ship is going to attack while under the flag of truce, so 

Rick manages to sneak himself on-board the ship to uncover the subterfuge. With the help of 

TW33K3 and TH33O, he is able to sabotage the Collective ships and fighters, forcing them to launch 

their attack earlier than planned; this then alerts the system defence forces. With Ricks help the 

Arconan forces are able to stop the Collective plans, forcing them to return to their home system in 

disgrace. 

Continuing Plot: Rick Freelance's himself to Arcona while learning everything he can about this new 

time period he has been thrust into, he ends up joining Battle Team Voidbreaker on their various 

escapades through the Galaxy. He is joined on his escapades by various members of the team as well 

as his personal droids TW3K33 and TH33O. During these escapades he often saves the House and 

clan from various disasters, including several run-ins with the crew of the Collective ship that he first 

encountered 

Key characters –  

 Rick Rogers: Republic pilot and now freelancer, thrust into the far future. 

 Marick Tyris Arconae: The Captain and Boss of the Voidbreaker and its team. He helps to 

guide Rick through this new world he exists in and becomes a good friend. 

 Edema R'uh-Kalinor: The Mysterious and somewhat odd Mandalorian that is one of the 

team. Rick helps her come out of her shell and in return she helps to train Rick in the ways of 

the world of conflict around them. 

 TW3K33: An R2 droid that is assigned to Rick and joins him on adventures. 

 TH33O: An AI droid unit developed to help Rick reintegrate into society. 

 Kelvin: The Lovable Wookie and later close Friend of Rick. 

 Zuza Lottson: The youngest member of the team, she and Rick eventually grow close and 

develop a relationship. 

 Lord Draco: The Captain of the Collective ship that found Rick. Lord Draco vows to have his 

revenge on Rick Rogers 
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 Princess Ardama: The lover of Lord Draco, she is romantically attracted to Rick Rogers, but 

like her lover, she wants her revenge on him. 

 Pantherman: The loyal Defel Bodyguard of Princess Ardama. Strong but dim-witted, he is 

often foiled by Rick and his companions. 

 Zevel Betts: A crime lord who's plans are frequently foiled by Rick and the team, he is 

constantly trying to scheme and plot to get his plans to work. 


